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RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

Rhode Island
College Dropouts
A study,
directed
by
Alexander Astin of the Office of
Research, American Council
on Education, indicates that
Rhode Island College students
have a higher persistance rate
than the national average for
undergraduates at four-year
colleges and universities. The
survey showea that 69.8 percent of the Class of 1970,after
four years at RIC received
their baccalaureate degree, in
comparison to 46.7 percent on a
nationwide level. ·
The results of the data
collected from 51,721students
who had entered college in
1966,but were still in college in
the winter of 1970-1971,
was statistically maneuvered
to judge the 1.5 million
freshmen entering in 1966.
!<,our basic measures were
used to determine retention
and dropout status. The four
are:
1. Students who returned for
at least
a second undergraduate year.
.
2. Students who received a
bachelor's
degree
(or
equivalent).
3. Students who received the
bachelor's degree or were still
_enrolJedfor work toward the
degree in the fall of 1970.
4. Students who received the
bachelor's degree or were still
enrolled for work toward the

Industrial
Arts Students
Create Speech
Therapy Device
Two RIC industrial arts
majors, Richard Vermette and
Kenneth
Klayman
have
developed a new, electronic
device. to help teach handicapped children to overcome
speech problems. The device
consists of a model of the
human face with small light
bulbs for eyes. A sensitive
microphone hidden in the
mouth of the figure picks up
low-level sounds and triggers
an electric relay that causes
the eyes to blink momentarily.
A separate element of the
device is a colored wheel which
rotates, creating a distinctive
noise. The right response
causes the wheel to spin.
The movement and the lights
serves as a reinforcement to
speak for children suffering
from
"speech
delay"
problems. Under the guidance
of a therapist, the child learns
to utter sounds that will activate the blinking eyes and
spinning wheels. The child, .
fascinated by the device, is
thus motivated to learn the
proper utterances to make the
device work
Vermette· and Klayman
created the·device as a project
under the guidance of Mrs.
Kadreya El Hindawy, their
industrial arts instructor.

OF EXf!ReSSION"

degree, or, had transcripts
sent to another institution.
RIC persistance rates for the
entire student body compare
adequately with the national
lev-el. However,
female
students have a lower drop-out
average than male students,
and this factor is one of the
main constituents of our high
persistance rate.
The most significant feature
of a comparison between RIC
students and the national
average, is the high female
persistance rate on all four
variable determinants, while
male students are below the
estimates on all four counts.
Astin's data and ·methods of
study clearly indicate a
.relationship between academic
· performance in high school
and persistance in college. An
"A" student in high school is
three times as likely to receive
a degree after four years of
college than a "C" or below
student. Persistance averages
also equate with high school
achievement levels.

Right To
Read
Conference
Speakers for the Rh0-de
Island Citizens' Right to Read
Conference to be held at Rhode
Island College April 7 have
been announced.
Possibly the nation's first
citizens' conference in the
cause of the National Right To
Read Effort, the affair will be a
day long attempt to inform
community leaders about the
social and educational causes
of reading disabilities and
what is being done to overcome
them.
Keynote speaker for the
conference will be Dr. Rhody
A. McCoy, associate professor
in the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts.
Dr. McCoy, the recipient of
numerous honors and distinctions including a White House
Citation and several man-ofthe-year awards is a leading
black educator. Formerly the
assistant superintendent of the
Ocean Hill-Brownsville school
district in Brooklyn, New
York, he has written articles
and bopks dealing with the 1968
school strikes which developed
in that area.
The luncheon speaker for the
affair is Mr. Charles J.
Sherrard, project manager of
t~e department
of environmental research _and
development of the American
Telephone and Telegraph
Company• M;• Sh~rrard has
been workrng m urban
education rel~tions !orthe past
four y~ars .. His mam concerns
!0 r t_his time have. been to
identify problems m urban
Cont. on P. 5

PEP
Rhode Island College announced
this week the
establishment
of
a
Preparatory
Enrollment
Program, (called PEP) to
become effective during this
summer. Designed to assist
· minority group candidates and
students from low-income
families who seek a college
education but are lacking
sufficient skills or have
marginal qualifications, the
program will be exclusively for
students who intend to attend
Rhode Island College after its
comple.tion. It will be run by
RIC's Office of Special Services in cooperation with
Project Upward Bound.
This program represents a
significant
departure
for
Rhode Island College in that
until this year RIC had taken
part in the Special Program for
Talent Development run at the
University of Rhode Island.
That program had included all
Rhode
· Island
prematriculation students. Rhode
Island College is divorcing
itself from the URI program in
order to meet directly the
needs
of students
who
definitely intend to enroll al
RIC.
Approximately 45 students,
thirty selected specifically for
the PEP program and twelve
Upward Bound Bridge seniors
who plan to enroll at Rhode
Island College, will participate.
·
Roger Parrish, Director of
Student Special Services at
Rhode Island College explained that under the URI
program all of the students
took the same
courses
regardless of where they intended to enroll. At RIC the
courses will be individualized
to a greater degree, and will be
naturally compatible with the
course of study that the student
will embark upon after he
enrolls at RIC. In the past
there had been problems of
course compatibility
and
problems of student adjustment . to a different
academic environment. After
spending an entire summer at
the University of Rhode Island
students who shifted to RIC
were faced with making new
adaptations
to
their
surroundings
Mr. Parrish
pointed out. To some extent
this diminished
the effectiveness of the program.
As it is conceived at RIC the
Preparatory
Enrollment
Program will be able to accommodate any need of the
pre-matriculation
student
from that of a complete
preparatory program to that of
a complete college level
program. The only course
which ali students in the
program necessarily will have
in common will be one in
reading skills.. Also, Mr.
Parrish explained, the 12
Upward Bound students who
will participate in the program
will be working with the other
(Cont'd on P. 4)
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Armed Robbery In
Weber Hall
On March 20th, at 4:15 in the A third person, a RIC
afternoon, Rick Waterman of student,· was invoived wfth
Weber Dorm was robbed of $40 the two robbers' escape.
at gunpoint. Director of However,
Mr.
Shannon
Security Earl Shannon said believes that this third person
. that _theweapon w3:sdescribed. was not aware of the fact that a
to his men as a rifle, though robbery was committed
some_ students have claimed
The Providence Polic~ were
called in and have since put out
that it was a shotgun.
Mr. Shannon reported that i a warrant for the arrest of one
two men entered Weber Hall.· of the suspects, a non-student
One of the men knocked on the whose identity is known The
dorm roo~ and e~t~red with second suspect's identity has
the student s permiss10n. Then not yet been determined.
the s~cond man ente~ed, drew
This is the second time that
the_ rifle from a gmt_ar case Rick Waterman has been
which he was carrymg and robbed. Earlier, his room was
demanded
the student's burglarized.
money•
Director Shannon noted that
Waterman gave the duo the much of the theft that occurs
money and was ordered into a on the campus is the result of
closet. Mr. Shannon noted that students not protecting their
there were no witnesses to the
t
11
robbery itself, but that there proper y we . He suggests that
doors not be left open or
were witnesses to the robbers' unlocked and that strangers in
escape and that the car they dormitories should be asked to
left the campus in was iden- state their business.
tified.
1

Student As Tenant:·
Off Campus Living
Students may be classified
by their living patterns into
three distinct groups: those
living with-parents or guardians, dormitory students and
students who live in offcampus housing. Students in
all three categories have their
own special problems and
should be aware of their rights
and opportunities to recourse.
In this article the rights ofstudents
in
off-campus
situati..9n.§_ !Yill __be given.
Agencies exist in each of thE.
cities and towns of Rhode
Island called "Code Enforcement" units. Their functions are to investigate and
enforce minimum housing
codes and standards. The unit
in Providence is located in the
City Hall and may be reached
at 421-7740.
Students usually must take
whatever housing they can get.
Often, this. means inadequate,
unsafe,
unhealthy
and
dilapidated quarters, and, just
as often, t))is substandard
housing is grossly overpriced.
Cases exist, especially on the
East Side of Providence, of
apartments five foot by five
being carved five and six out of
a single floor. Prices for such
flats run from $35 to $90
monthly. This is illegal.
The housing code stipulates
clearly what must be provided
by the landlord: every apartment must have a working sink
in the kitchen; the bathroom
must have a working toilet and
sink. The bathroom must have
a working tub or shower; the
floor must be easy to clean and
each bathroom must have a
window or skylight or· at least
adequate ventilation; there
1

must also be at least one
electrical outlet. With the
exception of Central Falls, all
R.I. communities
require
running hot and - cold water
heated to at least 120 degrees.
Central Falls does not require
hot water at all.
The
law
states ·-Tiiat
basements may not be used for
living unless they are dry and
safe; they must also meet all
other Code requirements and
must have at least two windows. Every room must have
at least one window that can be
opened; total window space
must equal 1/10 of the size of
the room. Doors and windows
must fit tightly, not allow heat
to escape excessively, and
must not be broken.
Garbage and rubbish must
be kept outside and garbage
cans MUST be provided.
However, it is the TENANT's
responsibility to keep the
apartment
free of rats,
roaches, and other crawlies.
Heating is also the tenant's
responsibility.
The
law
requires that a heat of at least
67 degrees in zero weather be
the standard. Space heaters
must be safe and not selfcontained or they are forbidden. It is the LANDLORD'S
responsibility to see that the
facilities work. He may FOR
NO REASONWHATEVERshut
off heat or electricity except to
fix it. It is a gross violation of
the law for this to be used as a
form of coercion.
All rooms except pantries,
hall and bathroom must have
two electrical outlets or one
outlet and one light. In
Cranston, each room must
(Cont'd on P. 4)
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Editorial Page
Viewpoint:

Student Government Is For
Students
by D. J. Lynch

'5.98 at Adams & Brooks Discount
$5.98 at Adams and Brooks parade of thirty-nine cent
Watching television in the ''genuine''
Woolworth
past several months has been a reproductions of real art works
bizarre series of deja vu for is presented to enhance the
me. I mean the days when the high-brow effect.
local stations
held the
Life is not as easy as in the
monopoly on what visual Fifties when about the only
impulse went into your head. sophisticated thing the local
The mainstream of television stations pitched to you was an
fare was schmaltz heavy on. occasional Vegamatic. But the
leaden drama or slapstick · increased pace of life and the
comical. I was young and enormous appetite for instant
rather indifferent to anything everything has set me to
that wasn't animated and thinking of a new way to get
didn't involve one species of rich.
animal mauling another, but I
I intend to offer, for only
have retained some vivid $5.98, plus C.O.D., handling
impressions of the era.
and delivery, "572 of the
Strangely, all of these im- World's Great Art Treasures."
pressions seem to have been There will no longer be a need
stimulated since the FCC for Mr. and Mrs. Average
ruling giving several weekly American to pour through
hours of prime time back to the mounds of useless detail. For
local stations
has been there is generally but one
executed. If you've enough of a feature in each great work of
masochistic trait to expose art that makes it famous, only
yourself to the local shit, I one thing that sets it apart
wonder if you've been finding from the Walter Keene's. I
yourself insulted more than know · and · I think America
usual. I will venture to guess knows that we needn't · be
that you have. If not, I hope to fooled by all that rubbish those
increase your sensitivity by slimy Dutch and Italian fellows
delving into one of my in- put down. Therefore, I will
terests--record anthology ads. slice away and present Mona
The record ads I'm talking Lisa's lips, the right breast of
about are the ones that promise Bottacelli's Venus, the lace
you "broadened
musical sleeve of "Blue Boy", Adam's
knowledge," etc. From the fingertip from the Sistene
beginning of the six o'clock Chapel, the cow's udder from
News to the end of the local Picasso's "Guernica,"
Van
offering, it seems that the only Gogh chrysanthemum,
an
sponsors are these rec or- Utrillo window shutter, the
dhawkers. Some of the ads are tongue from a Norman Rockgems. Consider one called well doggie, and many, many
"Sentimental Journey." For more. If I receive enough
$5.98you can hear the original replies, I will include "Chips
recordings of Vaughn Monroe from the Chisler's Art," a
singing, "Dance, Ballerina,
collection of insights into the
dance, and do your pirouette world of sculpture.
da- da-da-da-da-da .... " Or Don
It's fun to dream or even to
Cornell unforgivable tenor step out of a picture and watch
trilling, "It isn't fair for you to history turn in on · itself.
taunt me .... " By the way, the Maybe, it'd be interesting to
ad usually cuts off the song replay all the old shows again,
after one verse to kinda tease though I feel the quaintness
you into "mailing your check wouldn't last long. Making
or money order before mid- money out of nostalgia is
night tonight." What is it about rather common. Even good
midnight? Do you regain your ole, pure-heart Buffalo Bob is
senses at 12:01?
making a buck playing games
Another tempting offer is for with dead wood.
the
World's
Greatest
Masterpieces. For $5.98 you
receive one to three minute
cuts of the world's most
mediocre classics, taken out of
context, and peddled to you as,
again, "a shortcut to greater
music~! knowledge."
The
initial package is a two album
set containing 100 castrated
works of geniuses. "If you mail
right now," they toss in three
more albums, each containing
25 cuts such as "Ave Maria",
"Santa Lucia,"• "The William
Tell Overture''
and many
Article #44.3--When a
others you'd rather not hear.
faculty member does not
And all the while, the
appear at the scheduled
Lawrence Welk Orchestra,
hour of class, students shall
moonlighting, is giving you
be excused automatically
snatches of what six bucks will
after waiting 15 minutes.
get you and on the screen, a

a

Notice To
All Students

The membership of the
constitutional commission is
now complete with the appointment of Mr. Norman
Boulay. I seriously question
the propriety of this appointment because Mr. Boulay
is not a student here. We as
·students pay a forty dollar
annual activity fee to ·fund
various activities. This fee is
not to provide activities for
non-students. Student Senat~,
or student government in
general, is one activity funded
by this fee, and is one of many
activitie~ designed for student
parti~ipation.
I think this appointment is of
questionable ethical standing
and a gesture of futility at the
student body. It is saying that
no one here is qualified to write
a constitution, which is simply
untrue. The appointment is of
questionable ethical standing
because no advertising was
given for students here to fill
the post, and also the fact that
Mr. Boulay is a personal friend
of the Senate president. That, I
think explains a great deal. It
is, therefore, obvious that this
lack of advel'tising was by
design rather. than accident or
laziness or. oversight .. One
might use the argument that
you are wasting your time to
advertise for talent that apparently is not extant in our
student body, but I believe that
among the students here there
exists maybe one or two people
capable of fulfilling the job. If
such people do indeed exist,
they are legitimately entitled
to that post ahead of nonstudents. The student body as a
whole
is
simply
not
represented
on that commission. It consists of the
Senate president, a senator,
and a non-student. Is this
representative
government?
I applied for the post through
a formal letter and submitted
work samples of constitutions
previously written and adopted
by organizations I belonged to
at one time or another. To my
knowledge, my application
was not considered by the
Senate as a whole. This I think
is grossly unfair. I resent a
non-student being considered
ahead of me. I have no
questions as to Mr. Boulay's
competence nor do I have
anything personal against him.
I simply do not like Mr.
Hokenson's appointment of
him to this commission,
because he is a non-student.
I ask the Senate to rescind
his appointment. I ask that the
president direct the secretary
to advertise in the newspaper
and elsewhere the vacancy.
Prospective applicants should
have to be full-time undergraduates,
submit work
samples, and have a personal
interview with a Senate officer,
as well as being grilled by the
whole Senate, before any
appointments are made final.
Simply being presented with
one name and inadequate time
or information to determine
who would be best for the job

will not result in the best
person being appointed except
by mere chance.
Let me take this opportunity
to ask any of you who may be
interested in helping write the
Senate constitution for a $100
apiece fee to make your names
known to officers of the Senate
by leaving your name in the
Senate office.
It is amazing that all year
this student body has let
themselves be shit upon by the
college administration and the
Student Senate. Knowing the
kids here, this will be passed
unnoticed in their blissful
apathy.

Viewpoint:

Boston over
C'anadiens, 5-4
by W. Hullinghorst
Why does Rhode Island
College have to be always the
New England state college that
brings up the rear when it
comes to new and innovative
developments in student activities? A case in point is the
yearbook Exodus (formerly
Janus). On this campus the
yearbook seems to be a
universal_ly
despised
propaganda organ for the
recruitment
of jocks and
fraternity
pledges ... A
secondary function is as a
photo
gallery
for
the
graduating seniors. But, in the
"campus scenes" section there
lies buried the germ of a new
and valuable student service
that the· yearbook, above all
other student organizations is
superbly equipped to perform.
Before I tell you about this
innovation, let me back up a
step. Bear with me.
Have you ever noticed some
of the strangers on the campus? There aren't a whole lot of
them, butnobodyseems to know
who they are or why they are
here. They're in their forties
and walk around in suits, most
of them. Most people think they
are faculty members. And then
there are some who look like
students, except that they
never seem to go to class. Well,
RIC is not unique in having
these strange members of the
campus community. People
like them are common to most
if not all college campuses.
On the campus of one New
England state college, which
must remain nameless, but
whose major function is
teacher education, the yearbook and these strangers have
begun to have a strange interrelationship. It seems that
the student council, having
control over the funding of
student activities, was approached by a member of the
yearbook staff with a novel
idea: the FBI and the CIA are
always around at rallies,
public gatherings and college
functions, discreetly taking
photographs
of the participants and the audience for
purposes of identification and
surveillance. In fact, these
organizations have extensive
pictorial records of certain
public activities.
This staffer suggested that,
under the guise of an overly
large appropriation to the
yearbook, the Student Council

might fund its own kind of
Campus Information Agency.
Yearbook
photographers
covered every campus function anyway, so why not
continue to do so, and act as an
information and surveillance
agency as well, keeping verbal
and ·pictorial files on the activities on the campus and on
certain suspicious persons?
Not that this function is officially recognized, but this
year there has been a great
increase in the number of
yearbook photographers, and
the files have been enlarged
considerably.
As far as I know, this idea
has not spread very far. But it
has obvious possiblities for
RIC. There are these strangers
on campus, and it might be
useful to have some information about their identity
and their activities. You can't
always be sure whom to
trust.

Letters
To The Editor
Dear Editors,
Sena tors-At-Large,
Sena tors of the Class of '73:
This letter is to protest the
current Senate policy of paying
student fines incurred by
parking in faculty lots. Since
money supplied by me either
directly or indirectly is being
used for fine payment, I
suggest you. take my position
on the subject under '·advisement to show you are still a
governing body and not a
ruling one.
Special lots designated as
"faculty and staff parking
only'' should be considered a
courtesy and fringe benefit of
their employment. I plan to
teach at the secondary level
after graduation and hope the
same courtesy will be extended
to me.
Linda Borst, '73
Dear Madame Editor,
The Letter to the Editor
submitted by Mr. Louis Moniz
in the Anchor of March 9 raises
a very persistent point. According to Mr. Moniz, the
chances of obtaining employment in teaching fields are
greater for graduates with a
working knowledge of Spanish
or some other pertinent
language. When you think
about it, this idea is very obvious: knowledge of a foreign
language is a valuable supplementary
skill for any
professional person, as well as
being a possible foundation for
further
teaching
qualifications.
Given the obvious nature of
the value inherent in having a
foreign language at one's
disposal,
our curriculum
planners would be hard put to
defend their elimination of the
language requirement
for
freshmen. But, whether the
elimination can be defended or
not, it is a fact, and modern
language classes are quite
sparse in enrollment (my
German 102 class, for example, has a grand total of five
people). Mr. Moniz' suggestion
that prospective teachers take
elective courses in languages
(a suggestion which involves
that most unpredictable of
Cont. on Page 4
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Bella
Lewitski

Activitv Survey Results
The following are the results
of the Activity Survey completed at the registration for
the Spring Semester. According to Vice President Don
Hardy, "The results strikingly
indicate that our students
pref er a broad range of activities to be available on the
campus ...About half of the
students who registered for the

Spring Semester completed the
questionnaire and that the
distribution by class, residence
and sex is reasonably,
equivalent to the distribution in
enrollment.
total
the
Hopefully, these results will
encourage the Senate to
provide broad-base support for
a variety of activities."

Is Coming To RIC
Bella Lewitsky

The RIC Fine Arts Series will
the Bella
be presenting
Lewitsky Dance Company
Saturday, March 15th, at 8:15
p.m. in Roberts Hall Theatre.
General Admission is $3.00 or
RIC I.D. Tickets go on sale
April 10th in the Roberts box
office at 10:00 a.m.
Bella Lewitsky made her
career on the West Coast. She
was part of the Lester Horton
School and Company, and she
was co-founder of the Lester
Horton Dance Theatre in-1946.
In a very spedal way, she was
the physical ·body .upon which
the very athletic Horton
technique was based. Bella
Lewitsky and others continued
Horton's work when he died in
1953. Soon after becoming a
mother she retired from active
dancing. In 1956she picked up
her career again as a dancer, a
a
as
and
teacher
choreographer. In 1971, at 56
years of age she made her New
York debut.
Her technique is remarkable
for she has a most exquisite
sense of movement. "When she
runs across the stage, for
example, every little step is
given· equal value, as if they
were matched pearls on a
string." NEW YORK TIMES.
During her 1970 and 1971
tours a few of her performances abroad have been in
Israel, Greece and-England. In
the U.S. she has appeared
recently in California, New
Her
York and Florida.
residency in Providence and
Newport will include:
April 10-Concert-Rogers H.S.Newport-8 p.m.
.April II-Master Class-Newport
School-Newport-2p.m.
11-Lecture DemonApril
stration-St. George's SchoolNewport-8 p.m.
April 12-Master Class-Roger
Williams Jr. College-Newport3:30 p.m.
April 12-Master Class-Salve
College-Newport-8
Regina
p.m.
April 13-Jack Comley Cb. 101:30 p.m.
April 13-Intermediate Dance
Class-Providence-4 p.m.
Class14-Master
April
Providence-3 p.m.
Dance14-Lecture
April
Roberts Hall-RIC-8 p.m.
April 15-Concert-Roberts HallRIC-8:15 p.m.

LAUDERDALE,
FORT
arrive in groups and stick
FLA.--8 p.m. and the Crunch together like molasses. Some
begins. From crowded four-on- of the most beautiful people
SHOULD BE-AVAILABLE TO RIC STUDENTS
the-floor hotel rooms. From come here; others come here
ACTIVITY OR PROGRAM
,trongly
Sti:ongly
under palms, from out of the· to become beautiful. They're I
Undecided P1.sagree
Pis agree
Agree
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864
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248
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759
798
Athletics
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55
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842
725
search for something ... wat- nirvana, a college Karma, and 10. Intramural Athletics
32
259
79
785
736
looking something to bring back home 11. Recreation Trips (Theatre, Skiing. etc,)
peering,
ching,
;,:,
273
842
~o
666
Programs
as a souvenir: a golden tan, 12, Recreation--Whipple
relentlessly and restlessly,
16
217
51
892
690
their bodies squirming from their trademarks of where 13. Speakers
24
53
334
864
595
for Community Service
~4. Students
beneath patched denims, they've been.
82
n
341
833
541
Governmei;:it
~5. Student
heavy,
.is
Everything
scraggly hair, torn T-shirts,
78
49
1 73
897
690
Newspaper
~6. Student
marching in the promenade everything is,quick, everything ~7. Student Or2anizations
33
252
57
927
577
toward promiscuity. Girls are is temporary. Shades of Tof- . ~8. Student Union Activities
37
'57
257
612
902
transformed into chicks, guys fler, turning Future Shock into 9. Theatre
36
16
077
729
Ill
105
88
714
199
733
into studs---equally the spring an alarming present. Toffler o. Yearbook
!21.
Please
Fort
the
"What
break exodus, a lonely hearts says,
Add
club in the sand, where every Lauderdale rite supplies is a Others 122.
b.
night is singles night, a beach transient agglomeration of
(521)
(472)
(469)
(235)
a
possible
makes
that
teach-in in a one-week life- people
CLASS
5=J
~
G:J
El
PLEASE
(1105)
(592)
(110)
style course consisting of sun, great diversity of temporary
(1347)
(240)
CHECK
relationships.
fun, sex without guilt and guilt interpersonal
RESIDENCE
W
GJ
SEX
~ ~ loTHERI
without sex. Freedom, liberty What attracts the young people
192
element)
an identifying
(missing
Miscellaneous
irrepressible
an
than
more
is
and the pursuit of hipness.
They've come from all over, passion for sunshine. Nor is it
these youths, and they meet as mere sex, a commodity
From the Briefs, March 27, 1972
Midwestern twangs blend available in other places as
of
sense
a
is
it
Rather,
well.
New
and
with Southern drawls
re: classes on Good Friday
without responYork overtones mingle with freedom
sibility."
the
And
Boston undertones.
Classes on Good Friday: In response to many questions, I wish
It is the city of Fort
shocking culture is no culture
that classes are
shock to them: they have come Lauderdale and its merchants to indicate to the academic community
obligations are
Religious
31.
March
day,
entire
the
for
scheduled
responsibility.
the
bear
who
expecting what they are getsuch
ting. They want to be free. It's More than 15,000 college an individual matter, and those students who wish to fulfill
attendance.
in
be
not
may
obligations
city,
the
on
in
move
students
spring
the Fort Lauderdale
Burt D. Cross
vacati<;m pre-Easter college leaving about $1.5 million in
Although
registers.
cash
local
on
pimple
A
scene.
youth-type
the chin and you qualify, with the merchants are more than
"Ambrose Bierce: Satan's
long hair and bell bottoms as happy to accept the students'
this year's badges of the youtfi money, they aren't happy to
Storyteller''
culture. The passwords vary accept the students. This year,
from "Got any hash or acid, one hotel prepared a threeby Bob Mayoh
man?" "Don't I know ya from page list of Dos and Don'ts for
somewhere, girl?" to "Hey! students "made necessary
Last Wednesday evening at the scholarly and theatrical
through prior experience,"
the talents of one man: Professor
Sig Delt!"
College
Providence
Each morning, daytime almost pleading with the American writer Ambrose Winfield Scott of the English
arrives and a night's sleep is guests not to dress in beatnik Gwinnet Bierce reappeared in Department right here at
College.
Island
continued on the beach--the type dress ...you are guests in a the living flesh; this was quite Rhode
told,
are
we
are
Scott,
you
and
Professor
hotel
first-class
people
it
as
over
since
hover
rays
especially
sun's
an event,
and
display their Fort Lauderdale expected to dress and conduct marks the first time anyone has been working
presenstage
his
developing
befitting
manner
a
in
yourself
disaphe
since
dieted
him
and
seen
has
sunlamped
bodies,
in preparation for their one- your surroundings---to act as peared in Mexico way back in tation of Bierce for over three
week sojourn. And, if it rains, ladies and gentlemen." The 1914. Bierce seems to have years now; last Wednesday's
as it did one overcast spring- rules go on to say that students mellowed a bit over the years; performance was the first he
break morning, they'll lounge residing in the hotel are not a good part of the time he could has yet attempted in public,
there anyway, solar perplexus. allowed to have visitors in their have been mistaken-at least in and if the response from that
The RIC Fine Arts Series will
speech-for evening's audience can be held
and
The beach scene. Like rooms. Corps of policemen are manner
presenting Virgil Fox with
be
wellthe
of
indication
an
as
something you didn't believe stationed at hotel doors at another reincarnated writer of
Pablo Light Show on
the
was real---right out of a 50s night to enforce regulations the same period who returned deserved success of "Satan's
April 19th at 8: 15
Wednesday,
we
certainly
then
Storyteller,''
beach-bingo flick, without that grew out of students' bad to trod the boards (as the
Gymnasium.
Walsh
in
p.m.
saying goes) to great critical can count on seeing more of General admission will be $5.00
Frankie and Annette, but with behavior last spring break.
of
role
the
in
Scott
Professor
8: 30 and the Crunch con- acclaim several seasons back;
a cast of a thousand others
RIC I.D. The Box Office
distinctive Ambrose Bierce in the future. · or a open
Bierce's
playing the same cinematic tinues. Hair in place until but
April 10th at 10:00
will
was
Storyteller"
"Satan's
•
games without, the fade-outs. windblown. Off to Lum's for language and his considerable
Hall.
Roberts
at
a.m.,
A boy passes, tanned and dinner or, if you can't afford it, venomous bite were all his produced and directed for the
of
fandango
a
"Imagine
the
of
Smith
Ella
Miss
by
stage
muscled, carrying a yellow the corner drug store where own-it was Bierce that night all
images
and
shapes
whirling
surf board. Two goils from the cries of "Got any Acid or right, and he made for a theater department at the
University of Connecticut. She projected onto a mammoth
East ("We're from the East," Mesc?" are meal-time en- fascinating one-man show.
screen while the stately sounds
The Bierce that an intimate has designed a simple but of a Bach fugue tumble out of a
say the girls from the Bronx) tertainment for the sidewalk
this
for
set
comfortable
squint at one another and one cafe clientele. People whisk and very fortunate crowd
two-ton, 144-speaker organ"-meekly mutters an "oy" that by, shouting after girlies, came out to see the other night present production; a set
Minneapolis Tribune.
a
than
more
little
of
consisting
she really didn't mean to say. radios blaring the sounds of the wasn't of course the real
In places such as New York
She corrects herself ("oh"), Top Twenty and "Welcome to Bierce (the real McCoy, born few pieces of furniture and
East he played for two
Filmore
personals
writer's
several
the surfer smiles, and the girls' Fort Lauderdale, students," as in 1842, was already 71 years
concerts, which was
sold-out
mornings are made. Now for obscenities sprinkle the air. "I old when he went down to lying about; the stage is sparse
live by Decca
recorded
lecthe
yet
unobtrusive,
and
the afternoon.
want that girl in the black," a Mexico in 1914). What the
cheers and
with
records,
of
The afternoon drones on and hotel "beatnik" guy says over audience on hand did get to tern, · the collected edition
Fox
ovations.
standing
center
the
on
writings
Bierce's
on as did the morning. Walking his breath. "Yeah," says his see however, was certainly
audience
the
stuns
literally
to see the many non-existent cronie. "And I want that black the' next best thing to the real table by a standing chess
with the power of his "heavy
sigh ts of this fun-in-the-sun
with that girl." And the Bierce-a fine actor in com- board, and an antediluvian
organ", which is a mechanical
city or back in hotel rooms to throngs of young people are fortable rapport with both his typewriter reveal all that is
wonder nestled under a giant
the
placing
in
necessary
dry, comb hair, astounding: college sweat- material and his audience. The
wash,
screen where the Pablo Light
preparing for the evening shirts glare with yellowed sew- presentation
of "Ambrose solitary actor in accord with
Bach's
crew accompanies
rather
set,
surrounding
his
Crunch, writing quick letters on stickers of universities and Bierce: Satan's Storyteller"
variety
amazing
an
with
music
home saying wish-you-were- colleges a'nd fraternities anti comes to us by way of the in- than diminishing his presence
of film, electronic and oil-pan
here, glad that you aren't.
.con't. p. 5
spiration and initiative, and
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The Warrens
On April 13 and 20, 1972,Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Warren will
be giving a two part lecture on
the occult. They are investigators of haunted houses
and ghosts and have been
doing this for over twenty-five
years.
They have acquired over
three hundred case histories on
genuine hauntings in the New
England area, which they are
now lecturing on in colleges
throughout the country.
The Warrens are both
professional artists and make
their living through art. They
also own and operate the Barn
Door Studio and Art School in
Monroe, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren have
· lectured at many colleges in
the New England area. Their
subject was met with great
enthusiasm and interest by
students and faculty alike. In
addition to this exposure they

have been guests on countless
radio shows, some talk shows
(WMMW) Meriden, Conn.-had
to run three to four hours
longer due to the interest on
this subject. Local, state and
national newspapers have
writteQ many articles on them
and their ghost hunting activities.
Their lecture series will be in
two parts. The First part will
be entitled "Haunted Houses
and Ghosts." The Second part
will be entitled "Witchcraft."
Slides of the people, locations
and homes involved in hauntings will also be shown at
lectures. Rare photographs of
ghosts and apparitions taken
during seances and spontaneous hautings will also be
viewed.
Question and answer period
will follow the lecture.
The RIC Board of Governors
are sponsoring t_his lecture
series.

B.O.G.'s April Schedule
The Month of April is going
to be quite active for the Board
of Governors. On Monday,
April 10 there will be a free
concert in the Ballroom in the
Student Union.
On April 18, there will be a
Mixer in the Ballroom of the
Student Union from 8-11 p.m.
Music will be by "Morning."
Admission is 25¢ and College
ID's are required.
There will be a square dance
on April 20, in the Ballroom of
the Student Union. Art Anthony
will be the Caller. Dancing
demonstrations will be_ given

PEP
(con't. from pg. 1)

WHAT YOU
VIOLATIONS

DO

ABOUT

1.) The housing authorities
suggest you talk it over with
the landlord.
2.) If no satisfaction, the
Code Enforcement people will
check out your complaint and
look for other violations. If
they find violations they will
inform the landlord in writing
about what must be done.
3.) Unless the landlord
requests a hearing, after ten
days, the letter of request
becomes an ORDER. The
offender can then be brought to
court and is subject to fine.
4.) Depending on the court
and the building inspector, the
landlord can be forced into
rectifying the situation. If you
don't get satisfaction, you have
recourse_ through your local
Community Action Programs
or through R. I. Legal Services
(274-2652).
If a violation exists, DON'T
PULL A RENT STRIKE,
unless you've got a lot of people
behind you. The landlord would
be within his rights to evict
you. However, you can arrange
to pay your rent to the Housing
Inspector to be used for the
repairs. The landlord is liable
for the upkeep rcardless of
whether or not you have a
lease.
The landlord may not RAISE
THE RENT OR EVICT YOU
because you complain to code

The Uncommitted Slate
In the Student Union last
week, the New Democratic
Coalition ran a table to explain
their position on the May 23rd
Presidential Primary. It was
basically
an educational
project explaining how the
primary will work and what
the ballot will look like. On the
ballot, in an order to be
determined by lot, will be the
names of candidates Jackson,
Humphrey, Muskie, Wallace,
Lindsay, (possibly McGovern)
and the Uncommitted Slate.
Wallace,
Lindsay
and
McGovern, (if their names are
not withdrawn), will appear
11/ithouta slate of delegates
who would vote for the candidate should he win. In this
case, a vote for one of these
people would only indicate a
pref erence--if one of these
three candidates should win,
there would be no winning slate
to support · them at the Gonvention.

is, delegates were nominated
on the floor of the s~ating
meeting after a presidential
preference vote was taken to
find out how many delegatP,s
should support each delegate.
It worked out that, of 22
delegates, 13 are pledged to
McGovern, eight to Chisholm
and one to Muskie on the first
ballot. The official party slate
supports Muskie.
Da vidStegmaier, coordinator
of the project, mentioned that
Gunnar Myrdal, the famous
sociologist at Brown U., the
other evening said that the only
way the United States can
regain its direction and play a
positive role in the world is to
experience a genuine feeling of
disgust and rejection of the
immoral actions committed by
us. In a very practical sense,
he continued, a vote for the
uncommitted slate supports
GeOF·geMcGovern. His policy
includes general amnesty for
draft resisters
and unconditional withdrawal from
Vietnam.

pre-matriculation students, a
factor which ought to enhance
their potential involvement
with fellow students when they
once do gain admission. The
program is an intensive experience and participants are
(con 't. from p. 1 )
expected to reside on campus
enforcement. You can take during the six week course
him to court for it. You cannot which will run concurrently
be evicted from public housing with RIC's regular Summer
Session.
unless you have been given just
Upon successful completion
reason and you still have the
of the PEP program and with
right to appeal to a tenants'
board within seven days of the recommendation of the
receiving the eviction notice. Program Director and the
Tenants' boards are made up Director of Admissions, the
participants will be accepted
mostly of tenants and are
as full-time degree candidates
usually sympathetic.
at Rhode Island College. The
You cannot be discriminated
students will also be enrolled in
against because of race, creed
or national origin. You can be the Special Services Program
at the college aµd will be
discriminated against for age,
eligible for financial aid oq the
social position or appearanc~.
Sorry, but these are facts of . basis of need ·as determined by
the Office of Financial Aid.
life.
Mr. Parrish who is coorThe law gives you recourse
The Uncommitted Slate was
dinating the new program selected proportionally. That
against unscrupulous landlords and substandard con- stressed that no increase in
staff at RIC will be necessary
ditions. The law also protects
you when you exercise this to operate the program since it
recourse. However, the law will be taking place in condoes not protect you fron junction with the regular
----------------INC.
Summer Session at the college.
landlord harassment on other
grounds when you call Code It will draw on the resources
which are already available.
Enforcement on him. For
2 POOLS ON PREMISES
TO TEST ALL EQUIPM£NT
Deadline for application to
instance, cohabitation (the
HEW MODERN AIR STATION
the program is April 1, Mr.
conjugal living together of an
Complete Lines of All Equipment
unmarried male and female) is Parrish pointed out.
SALES• SERVICE• REPAIRS • RENTALS
a crime under R.I. law. The
Advanced
Prolessional
DivingInstructions
landlord could seek to have you
HYDROSTATIC
TESTING STATION
busted. Also for drug use. Or
2 Way Radio. Sales and Service
loud noise. However, you as the
9
tenant have the advantage
~f:e~i~\i_sp~~~~~e
231-1232° A}\~fi
since the apparatus of the law
The Rhode Island College
favors the tenant. Also, you Wind Ensemble presented its
can cover up whatever the Spring Concert on Wednesday,
landlord is trying to use to March 29, at 8 PM in Roberts
retaliate. The only way the Hall Auditorium on campus.
landlord can cover up a
The conductor for the 51
housing violation is to make it member Wind Ensemble was
right, which, of course, is what RIC Assistant Professor of
you wanted in the first place. Music, Mr. John Pellegrino of
_Warwick.
435 Mt. Pleasant Ave.
Letters Continued
Two RIC Seniors, Alden K.
Smith
of
Bristol
and
George
A.
Cont. from Page 2
Proulx of Attleboro, both
elements, willpower) is im- Music Education majors, had
portant, and it is probably the an opportunity to guest con-·
best way to overcome the duct selections in the program.
Smith conducted "Selections
reluctance
of curriculum
planners to include language from 'Oliver' " by Lionel Bart
courses in their attractive and Proulx conducted a march
Vaughn
William's
package of General Studies from
"English Folk Music Suite."
programs.

Student As Tenant
have two outlets and one light.
Hallways must be well
illuminated. The electrical
system itself must be safe
without frayed wires, wrong
fuses, live wires, overloading
and extralong extension cords.
There must be a safe, clear
exit for fire. Walls, ceilings and
floors must be in good condition, without large cracks,
holes, loose plaster or rotten
boards. Stairs a·nqporches may
not be broken or dangerous.
Anything less is a a violation of
the law.
The
requirements
for
rooming houses are less
stringent. And the definitions
for what constitutes a rooming
house are nebulous. The landlord will often justify a lack of
facilities to rooming house
status. However, the same
standards as in houses and
apartments apply, except for
those relating to kitchens and
bathrooms. A bathroom must
be supplied for every . 8 occupants.

by members of Mr. Anthony's and will continue every Friday
Club. The dance will be held Night thereafter. Admission is
from 8-11.Admission is 50¢and 10¢.
College ID's are required.
Tickets will be on sale soon
Dave Welsh is organizing a
Casino Night which
is for the Board of Governors'
scheduled for April 14. Anyone Spaghetti Supper which will be
interested in participating is held on Sunday, April 30 from
urged to contact Dave via 5-8 p.m. Tickets must be
Student Mail.
purchased in advance and cost
75¢ per person.
There will be films in the
There will be another Flea
Ballroom every Friday Night, Market on the First Floor of
featuring
Cartoons
and the Student Union on April 25.
W.C.Fields Movies beginning in Interested persons are urged to
April. The first in this series contact Donna Eisenstadt via
will start on Saturday Apr_il_
15 the Student Mail.

AQUA
SPORTS
CENTER

Wind

Ensemble

LOWEST
PRICE
ONGAS

VINNIE DUVA'S ESS
SAVE
3cAGALLON

GREGG'S
NEWYORK
SYSTEM
958 Manton Av•.

Hot Welners • Grlnden • Steak

FOR RENT

Sandwiches • Meatball Sandwlchei

SUMMER
SCHOOL
AND/OR
1972-73
SCHOOL
YEAR

Sausage Sandwiches • Hamburgen
Cheesebu,..n

• French Pries

New 6-Unlt Apt. Building
80 VEAZIE
ST.

CALL 831-4854

WillDEUVER
TOTHECOLLEGE
ONLJ--.
WITH
AMINIMUM
ORDER
OF'5.00_
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Garrigue Appointed
Jean Garrigue, distinguished
American poet, has been appointed visiting associate
professor of English on the
Rhode Island College faculty,
it was announced today by RIC
President Joseph F. Kauffman.
A graduate of the University
of Chicago, Miss Garrigue also
earned a Master of Fine Arts
degree from the University of
Iowa. She has published
numerous volumes of her
poetry, several articles and
essays in various scholarly
journals and has given many
readings of her work at
the
across
universities
country.
No stranger to RIC, Miss
Garrigue gave a poetry
reading at the campus on
November 1 of last year which
and
was well attended

Right Time
con 't. _from p. 3

received.
Previously, she has taught at
various colleges and universities across the country, most
as a Regents
recently
Professor at the University of
California, Riverside campus.
Miss Garrigue has been the
recipient of a Rockefeller
Grant in Poetry, a Hudson
Review Fellowship in Poetry, a
Guggenheim Fellowship ·and,
in 1961, a grant from the
National Institute of Arts and
Letters.
Her poems have been
published in the New Yorker,
Nation, The New Republic and
and a
Magazine,
Poetry
number of other periodicals.
Published volumes of poetry
. include "The Ego and the
Centaur", the "Monument
Rose", "Country Without
Maps," and "New and Selected
Poems." At present she is
planning to publish a volume
entitled "Studies for an Actress."
Garrigue

sororities all over the country,
Yo~.Opinion May
binding these members of the
academic single set together.
Be Worth $1000
Occasionally, an elderly waylaid Miami Beach type hobbles· Scholarship in Reed
across a crowded sidewalk,
reminding the youths that they
& B~on's "Silver
indeed are youths.
They mingle, congregate,
Opinion Contest"
circulate, dropping cigarette
During the months of
and who knows what other kind
of ashes into the sand, nightly February and March, Reed &
oldest
turning the beach into a mega- Barton, America's
are
silversmiths,
•ashtray. One girl is noticeable: major
Opi~on
"Silyer
a
~
conducti!3
with
alone, tight-fitting jersey,
which
m
that desperate look in her eyes Competition"
totalling
s
sch~larship
valuable
leasethat says someone-p
want-me- I've-saved-:up-alh,,A2,500 are.bemg offerecLto,duly
this-·mo-ney- and-maybe-I-· enrolled women students at a
few selected colleges and
done-theshould-have.
universities.
walks
She
nstead.
Bahamas-i
R.I.C._has bee~ _sel~cted_to
and walks, silently sulking. By
10 p.m. she is still there. T_en enter ~hisCompeht10n m w~ch
minutes later, a short Cm- the First Grand ~ward is a
cinnati sweatshirted boy takes $1,000 scholarship; Second
her away. She is smiling. All Grand Award is a $500
Third Gra_nd
that hard-saved money hasn't scholarship;
Award is a $300 scholarship;
been for nothing after all.
The students move into bars, and Seven Grand Aw~rds of
$10~ .each sch~larships. In
they move into restauran~,
they move into each other s addit10n, ther_e~ill be 100ot~er
lives and beds if only for a awards consistmg of sterlmg
si~ver, fine c~ina and crystal
'
short night.
"What are you doing here?" with a retail value of apan old friend asks another in proximately $85.00.
disbelief during a late-night . In the 1972 "Silver Opinion
Competition", an entr1 form
encounter.
illustrates twe~ve desi~ns of
".Well, you know ... "
sterling with eight designs of
"Yeah."
both chin~ and ~rystal. The
for
Yeah. They're all there
fvn, to frolic and laugh and, entrants s~mp~yhst the t~ee
most important, to forget. To best combmat10ns of sterlmg,
and china and crystal from the
forget responsibility
i 11us tr ate d.
textbooks and what they were patterns
Scholarships and awards ~ill
back home.
But the sad fact is that Fort be made to those entries
with all its matching or coming closest to
Lauderdale
teeming youth types with th~ir the unanin:ious s~lections of
sordid search for self- m- Table-Setting e~it?rs fr?m
dulgence in a strange land th<:1t three of the nat10n s leadmg
they've made stranger, is magazines.
is the
Nadine Ferrante
.
boring.
It is late. The Crunch is Student Representative who is
ending. Students are go!ng conducting the "Silver Opinion
back to their hotels, campmg Competition" for Reed &
out on the beach, alone or Barton. Those interested in
entering the "Silver Opinion
together.
A weaving car drives by and Competition" should contact
then halts at a stop light. In it her through the student union
are two couples, each member mail box for entry blanks and
molded into the other's arms. for complete details conThe radio is screeching and cerning the Competition rules.
the She also has samples of 12 of
comes
it
from
the most popular Reed &
President
news ... "Today,
Nixon announced that the Barton designs so that entrants
can see how these sterling
Vietnam War ... "
"Turn that crap off, Mike," patterns actually look.
Through the opinions on
the girl says to her one-night
silver design, expressed by
beau.
He turns it off. The light college women competing for
changes. And they drive off. these scholarships, Reed &
. The masses now are all in Barton hopes to compile a
bed as the sun is waiting to valuable library of expressions
of young Americ~n taste.
come up. __

Movie Review:

''Nicholas and Alexander''
by A. DiBiasio
grandeur which surrounded
the court of Nicholas II and
Imperial Russia has been
accurately brought to the
screen. To accomplish this
filmed
Schaffner
feat,
"Nicholas and Alexandra"
amid the palaces of Spain and
rented the Spanish Army to
recreate the huge army of the
Tsar.
This epic embraces the last
13 years of the Tsar's ill-fated
reign. Included is the RussianWar of 1904,the 1905
Japanese
and
economic
of
age
In this
production problems, it is Revolution, Bloody Sunday,
indeed strange to see a movie the assassination of Archduke
produced on the scale in which Ferdinand, World War I, and,
the Russian
"Nicholas and Alexandra" has of course,
Revolution of 1917.Intertwined
been.
Amazingly, the majesty and between these events are the
"Nicholas and Alexandra"

by William A.R. DiBiasio
Directed by Franklin Schaffner
Produced by Sam Spiegel
Starring Michael Jayston,
Janet Suzman, Irene Worth,
Laurence Olivier, Michael
Baker,
Tom
Redgrave,
Roderick Noble, among many
others.
From the book by Robert K.
Massie

Ambrose Bierce
continued from P. 3

assassinations,
massacres,
and grand parties.
Oddly enough, "Nicholas and
Alexandra" is not based upon
any of these momentous
events. Instead, it focuses on
the life of one small boy:
Alexis, the only son and heir to
the throne who was inflicted
with hemophilia. Significantly,
the movie begins with the birth
of this sickly child, a birth
which would eventually topple
Imperial Russia and change
the history of the entire world.
It is difficult to believe one
small boy could cause such
disaster to the world, but
history speaks for itself, as
shown in the movie. After
giving birth to four consecutive
daughters, Alexandra finally
bears the long-awaited son in
1904--onlyto discover he has
the
Despite
hemophilia.
elaborate precautions to keep
Alexis from injuring himself,
the disease plagues the boy and
his family. Alexandra becomes
profoundly
and
deeply
protective of him, guilt-ridden
with the knowledge that she
has passed on the defective
gene to her son. So when a
corrupt monk named Rasputin
steps forth with mystical
powers which curb the disease,
it's no surprise that Alexandra
trusts him. When the Tsar
leaves to command his troops,
Rasputin, in turn, uses his
influence with Alexandra to

in the audience's eye-through performance is minor indeed:
in the first half of the show the
unnecessary visual diversions.
talked perhaps a bit
professor
on
comes
Scott
Professor
stage dressed in a black frock too fast (he slowed down in
time however), and he flubbed
his
suit of the time;
a lin~ or two during the night
movements accurately reveal
covered
but immediately
the slightly stooped and just
slightly stiff gait of a sep- himself remarkably well. I
also had the feeling that the
tuagenarian-but of an active
he professor's characterization of
as
septuagenarian
Bierce was just a bit too genial,
demonstrates. He tells tales,
flings out pointed political and considering what we know of
slams - the man and his work. Perhaps
anecdotes,
social
everything in grand Bierce I am wrong in that (how can it
sty le from the Garden 'OfEden actually be proved?) ; but I
to the United States Congress kept on receiving the imhad the
that
(with most of the caustic pression,
(Cont'd on P. 8
a w~t.e
g~ven.
been
professor.
'
his
definitions coming from
suit and· different lines-Imes best-known _volume-'\The.:
not as caustic perhaps, but
evenand
"),
Dictionary
Devil's
has a serious moment or two heading in the same general
con't. from P. I_
when a very warm and not to direction-and he could have
been Mar~ Twain ~ust_as_easily education that impact upon
mention even a sentimental
and
side is allowed to be seen that everung. While it is cer- future employment pools that
through his usual crusty ex- tainly true that th~ professor to develop programs
terior. The pace is rapid-with owes !1_great deal_m terms of match the resources and needs
. one beautiful acetic barb an ongmal theatncal concept: of the Bell companies to the
following another; but through to Hal ~olbrook-Professor needs of the urban school
it all the old man before us is Scott, I think, woul~ be the last systems. He also is concerned
l
calm and collected; he is a person to deny this-I do not with developing educationa
natural showman in the style of mean to c~st any so~t of un- programs which can improve
fa vo~a~lehght ?Ysayu~g such; the work force potential in
his day.
but it is the .impress10n one urban areas in relatively short
has
Scott
Professor
.
gets. ~ould Bierce have been periods of time.
pieced
and
masterfully strung
together the best of Bierce. His done differently:let ~s say as a With 20 years of service, Mr.
in
command of dialect and the dark and sa~ruc mis~nthrope Sherrard has had experienceand
nuances of colloquial ex- as any ment10~ of his na~e both the commercial
of
pression is indeed impressive- gene~ally ~onJur~s-and still marketing departments as
vitally necessary in a one-man have ingrabated_himself to the AT&T and has worked
director of the
show. He moves about audience? I think not; and public relations
restlessly on the simple stage perhaps as Professor Sc?t New Jersey Bell System.
The closing speaker for the
as he talks, lighting one cigar knows better .than ~. t~s
popula_rconcept10no~Bierce is program will be Ellen Lurie,
after another and pouring
a~d author of How To Change The
himself another tumbler of a misunderstandmg
provides for only a partial Schools. She was a member of
his restlessness
brandy;
provides ample evidence of the picture of the actua_l ma!l. ~s the New York City People's
nature and mood of the man. the professor has writt~n in his Board of Education which was
formed by a group of parents
Only once did he actually production notes. on Bierce:
'For all the acid and yenom who were involved in a conthat
become sentimental
evening; and that was wh~n he of his words, there re~ains t_he frontation with the official
told a war story concerning a core of respect _for integrity Board of Education. She was
Union office's heroism at the and beauty which ar~ .t~e before that a five year veteran
battle of Stone's River. If hallmark of the humarust in member of Local School Board
6 in Upper Manhattan. A
.
Professor Scott's fine per- any age.'
summa cum laude graduate of
already,
said
But a~ _I_have
formance struck a weak note
New York University, Mrs.
~rofe~sor
of
criticism
any
was
it
perhaps
anywhere,
Lurie has taught at the New
minor
is
ce
here; the story of Captain Scott's performan
on a School for Social Research in
Braille was strung together indeed. The professor }?Ut.
with breastbeating cliches that mar~elous s~ow; ~e _did it all New York City and has written
brought a luop to Professor by himself in a dif~icult ro~e and lectured widely. Since 1967
Scott's throat as he recounted never atten:ipted m public she has been Training Director
the story; the whole thin before that mght. I,_a~ anyone for United Bronx Parents. She
seemed to rankle with the dark who ~ad t~e privilege of lives in New York City with her
nature of the man we think of watchi!lg him, truly ~aw husband and five children, all
schools.
as Bierce. Yet the story's someth~ng fresh ~nd ci:eahve; of whom attend public Citizens'
redeeming conclusion was a something not shipped m from The Rhode Island
and Conference on The-Right-Totested
sharp and as bitter an an_ythin~ afar-already
.rat~~ r , Read is jointly sponsored by
Bierce ever said, and smce it we at h_ered-but
concerned a woman, it cleared somethmg new and vital r~smg Rhode Island College's Bureau
the decks for an attack on -right in our own midst. of Social and Educational
females in general to follow, Professor Scott will most_ Services the New England
take Ambrose Telepho~e Company and the
the like of which one has never assuredly
of
Conference
performance at National
far-his
Bierce
heard before.
The type of criticism . o~e Providence College last week Christians and Jews.
could make of the ·professors was just the beginning.
1 )

wnference

1

-
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Movie Review:
It would have required quite
a long stretch
of the
imagination for one to actually
conceive of Steve. McQueen's
portrayal of Frank Bullitt as
providing anything near to a
realistic look at a big city
police officer. "Bullitt" was
rather Hollywood's idea of
some romantic ideal of a
policeman--a picture as far
from reality, however, as the
average cop's paycheck is in
providing for himself superMustangs, •a closet full of
turtlenecks
and expensive
tweeds, comfortable
San
Francisco apartments, and
ever-so
comfortable
San
Francisco girlfriends such as
the likes of a Jacqueline Bisset.
"Bullitt" was a good film; it
wasn't
believable,
just
however: ."The French Connection," on the other hand,
was· indeed believable; and
never more so than in its gritty
character ·portrayals. Look in
any precinct house in the
country and see who outnumbers whom--the flashy,
super-cool Bullitts of the police
world or the Popeye Doyles?
The. former is a romantic but
non-existent creation of a
certain genre of bad fiction and
of Hollywood; the latter stems
from reality's often gritty
demands.
Harry
Callahan
(Clint
Eastwood) in the film "Dirty
Harry,'' though nowhere as
farfetched a character as
Frank Bullitt, is still a long
way from being a Popeye
Doyle. Harry drives no
supercars and does not spend
(at least from what one can
gather from the film) the wee
hours of the night with the likes
of Jacqueline Bisset, but he
does have
his marked
idiosyncrasies, however; like
both of the two previous
mentors, he is a rugged and
stalwart individualist known
for dispensing with all the rules
and procedures when the
situation seems to require it
(advertising for the film, for
instance, labels Harry as a
man "You don't assign to
murder cases: You just turn
him loose'').
Harry also
carries around with him what
he calls ."the · most powerful
handgun in the world"; and
when he hits people with it,
they fly.
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Dirty Harry

his hand.
Harry, of course, finally does
the poor demented boy in, as
justice and Clint Eastwood's
super-star status demand--but
not before the psychopath
manages a few perverse thrills
for himself. Kidnapping a
young girl at one point in the
film, he demands a sizable
ransom from the city of San
Francisco if they ever want to
see her alive again; the mayor,
well aware that this ghoul
means exactly what he says,
comes up with the bread, but
someone now has to volunteer
to be the delivery boy--the bag
man. Guess who volunteers?
The . psychopath
(via
telephone) forces Harry to jog
all over San Francisco from
one phone booth to the next
before they actually meet in a
deserted
park;
at each
telephone stop, another terse
message is conveyed in a
hushed voice to the breathless
policeman who carries $200,000
ransom money wit~ him in a
yellow overnight bag. Kidnapper and cop finally do meet
at the selected site; there, the
psychopath gets the cash but.
ref uses to hand over the kidnapped girl, whom he now
confesses to have buried alive
somewhere.
When Harry
demands to know just where
she is, the psychopath suddenly goes into his Mr. Hyde
routine through his ski-mask,
chortles
demonically
in
satisfaction with himself, and
then admits that the girl has '
been dead all along; he still
won't tell where he's hidden
her, however. The knowledge
that Harry is a cop provokes
him further, and Harry is soon
thereafter on the ground being
kicked · into insensibility.
Harry's bungling but dedicated
partner (Reni Santoni) arrives
on the scene at this point-luckily enough for Harry, who
was just on the verge of being
done in by the madman's
machine-gun. A quick little gun
battle ensues; at its conclusion, Harry's rookie partner
is seriously wounded; Harry
himself is pummelled but
amazingly enough still alive,
and the thwarted psychopath
hobbles away in tears off
through the night to an aid
station with a knife in his leg-compliments of Harry.
Harry comes through this
Harry Seeks Psychopath
harrowing ordeal with one
The plot of "Dirty Harry"
broken arm, several cracked
surrounds Harry's almost
singlehanded pursuit of a ribs, and one hell of a
headache; but other tl)an that,
murdering
San Francisco
psychopath who enjoys picking he's O.K., and to prove to all of
off innocent victims, chosen at us just what he's made of--he's
random, from nearby rooftops back on the street a mere hour
with a high-powered rifle. The or so later, tracking down the
young psychopath
(Andy killer again.
Word has been received that
Robinson), .though certainly
derang~d enough to satisfy a man with a knife wound in
the leg has been treated at a
anyone's bent for perversity,
comes off as a wild-eyed small aid station located near a
maniac, who giggles and football stadium. Harry is soon
chortles incessantly through at the scene and presses the
the film--all of which finally doctor for a description. The
adds up to a stock Mr. Hyde doctor, of course, remembers
the face. Ironically enough,
cbaracteriza
tion, which,
with a bit more cerebration, he
although
effectively
frightening
at
times then recalls that the wounded
(especially when he wears his man works at the stadium only
throw
away.
ghoulish ski-mask), has been a stone's
the
stadium,
done by virtually every actor "Where's
since Lon Chaney who is worth anyway?" Harry asks. "Right
his salary as a movie monster. out back. You can't miss it,''
The psychopathic killer is the doc replies.
In fact, not only does the
insanity personified--evil inpsychopath
work at the
carnate with a hysterical
twi:;t; but, worse than being stadium, he lives there as wellfrightening,
or even con- -deep in the cavernous unvincing, he comes off as simply derground (director Siegel
ludicrous~-even with a gun in spares us nothing that can

director Siegel's camera soon
thereafter catches him standing on a small overpass just
off the main highway in wait
for the school bus full of kidnapped children that the
psychopath--up to his nefarious
deeds once . more--has commandered in obtaining for
himself a huge ransom and an
escape ~lane to safety.
. "Dirty Harry" is a tough
film, especially- .strong in its
laconic language, and unmercifully vivid in its relentless pursuit of graphic horror;
yet for all its hard-boiled
toughness, it lapses fatally at
certain times into gestures of
unabashed sentimentality. The
film also oversteps the bounds
of realism on occasion in its
pursuit of excitement and
suspense--especially, for instance, when Harry, suffering
Psychopath Freed
As it turns out, the girl is as from a broken arm and two
dead when finally located as cracked ribs, received nq more
the psychopath said she was, an hour or so before, climbs a
and because Harry obtained ten-foot wire fence, and then
chases
the
hobbling
the man's
high-powered
murder weapon without a psychopath all around, under,
search warrant the item is and through the deserted
consequenlly inadmissable as stadium without even so much
courtroom evidence--the state, as once u~tering a grunt or two
in other words, can bring no of discomfort. Contrived as
case against the psychopath. well is Harry's final con"Haven't you ever heard of frontation with the kidnapping
which involves
Miranda and Escobedo?" the madman,
D.A. asks an incredulous and Harry's jump off an overpass
enraged Callahan when he is on to the moving school bus
told that, because of his below. When the psychopath
flagrant disregard of the slams on . the brakes Harry
enough goes
defendant's rights in his ob- appropriately
taining the murder weapon, flying, but with all of Southern
the state will have to drop all California to land in where do
its charges. Harry, of course,-- you think he ends up?-- into the
maverick that he is--cares not cushioning side of a. sandpile.
Stereotyping Overdone
a whit for civil liberties- When
"Dirty Harry" is also parmurderous insanity--already
adequately demonstra ted--is ticularly weak in convincing
on the loose; unfortunately,• characterization: the chortling
however, for all unde: the law, psychopath is a simplified
the state does; and so as a · version of total madness;
result the psychopath is soon Harry's rookie partQer, their
superior--the
on the streets once more-- immediate
lieutenant-type
planning another kidnapping. henpecked
(Harry Guardino), the police
It is at this point that Harry
decides to handle this affair on chief, and the ridiculous
pichis own; and so it should come Chamber-of-Commerce
as a surprise to no one that ture of the mayor, are all flat

possibly make this ogre more
unconvincingly grotesque).
Harry gives immediate chase,
and because the psychopath'
has a wounded leg and can only
hobble through_ the stands,
Harry soon enough catches up
with him. A well-aimed shot
from the policeman catches
the ogre on the fifty-yard line
and throws him at least twenty
yards downfield with a nasty
wound in the very same leg
that had felt the cold steel of
Harry's knife several hours
before. The ogre--in tears
again now that his jinx i~·
up--begs
definitely
forgiveness, and Harry, who
would like to just blow his head
off more than anything else,
has to grant him grudging
mercy in order that the buried
girl may be found.

- by B. Mayoh
stereotypes that all of us have
seen time ~nd time again, all
the way from reruns of "Naked
City" to "Car 54 - Where Are
You?" And lastly, Harry
himself is developed--if Clint
Eastwood has the talent to
develop a role at all--as a
picture· of almost total 'inscrutability. We never have
any idea of what motivates him
(aside from a lach_rymose
sense of loss for his dead wife,
done in sometime in the past by
a drunk on the highway); we
never get to know why he is a
cop; and least understandable
of all is why, at the end of the
film, after he has put the poor
psychopath out of his misery,
he throws his badge away. This
final act is perplexing indeed-especially since director Siegel
has gone repeatedly out of his
way all through the film to give
the audience the impression
that there can be no other way
of life for a man like Harry
Callahan (regardless of the
thorough disillusionment he
feels for the law). Without
importing a proper level of
discernible disillusionment to
go with the obvious thrills that
Harry gets out of his job, the
throwing away of his police
badge
comes
off
as
melodramatic--the convenient
and expected ending.
Eastwood expresses virtually no emotion in playing his
role--except
for an understandable desire to destroy
his insane rival; and the most
speaking he ever does at any
one time in "Dirty Harry" is
when he presents his pep-talk
to cornered rivals, goading
them to go for their weapon
because, as he says, although
"the most powerful handgun in
the world" is presently leveled
square between their eyes, he
cannot seem to recall if he has
already fired all six of his
bullets or not. The decision is
therefore up to them; some
balk, but some, like the
psyc~opath, do not. But in
Cont. on P. 7

·
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Jewish Singles
Lounge

National Student AntiwarConference
More than 1250students from
all over the country crowded
into Washington Irving High
School in New York to attend
the February 25-7 National
Student Antiwar Conference.
After two days of intensive
discussion the conference
voted to build -massive
demonstrations against the
war on April 22 in New York
and Los Angeles.
It was felt more urgent than
ever to answer the lies of the
government that · the war is
''winding down''. Conference
participants pointed to the
contipuing escalation of the
air-war as an indication of the
Nixon administration's real
policy ·in Vietnam. The confer~nce opened with a teach-in
that vividly described the
present stage of the war.
Among the speakers were
Noam Chomsky, Fred Branfman of Project Air-War, Dr.
Arthur Galston who described
the ecological destruction of
Indochina, and Ngo Vinh Long,
a Vietnamese student who
spoke of the mounting opposition of the students of
South Vietnam to the Thieu
regime.
In presenting the resolution
to build the April 22 demonstrations, Fred Lovgren, the
National Coordinator of the
Student Mobilization Committee, stressed that the

deceptive propaganda of the
government could best be
countered by railying in the
most massive visible form
around the key demand of an
immediate unconditional withdrawal of all troops and
material from Southeast Asia.
The resolution was cosponsored by Lanny Davis, the
National Coordinator of Youth
for Muskie; :QebbieBustin, the
outgoing National Coordinator
of the SMC; Laura Miller, a
National Coordinator of Young
Socialists for Jenness and
Pulley; and Vicki Raphael and
John Levine, New York State
Coordinators of Youth for
·
McGovern.
The wide spectrum
of
student organizations that
attended the conference indicated that there is the
potential for a powerful
organizing drive for April 22.
The conference parti_cipants
came from 30 states and
Canada. There were students
present from 124,high schools
and
154 -colleges.
130
organizations besides local
chapters of the SMC were
present.
These
included

Students for Lindsay, Youth
for
McCarthy,
Young
Socialists for Jenness and
Pulley, Youth for McGovern,
the National Student Lobby,
the Association of Student
Governments,
Youth for
Muskie, and the National
Student Association.
Other resolutions adopted by
the conference included a
demand for total amnesty for
draft resisters, deserters, and
those servicemen .who have
been victimized for their opposition to the war. The antiwar Gis wer.e seen as the
heroes of the war who deserved
our overwhelming support.
The high school workshop
voted to hold a national high
school speak-out again~t the
war on April 19. On that day
stri){es, rallies, picket-lines,
and other activities will ~f
staged by high school studenl;f
all over the country. The hign
school workshop also vowed to
keep up the fight for high
school student's rights to
organize in their schools
against the war without
harassment from school administrations.

The conference adopted a
proposal to join with other
campus groups in sponsoring a
nationwide student poll, Choice
'72. This is designed to gauge
students' preferences between
the presidential candidates
and to allow students to express their opinions about the
key issues in the election such
as the war. A huge vote by
students for "Out of S.E. Asia
Now!" will be a powerful boost
to stimulating opposition to the
war throughout the population.
There was also a -report from
Salm Kolis of the Los Angeles
SMCsaying that leaders of the
Los Angeles Chicano community are working to build a
large contingent for the April
22 demonstration
in Los
Angeles.
The conference learned that
the April 22 demonstrations
will take place in many foreign
countries.
The
World
Assembly for Peace and the
Independence of Indochinese
Peoples held in Versailles,
France, February 11-3, called
for worldwide demonstrations
against the war to be held on
April 22.

ABOUT
BASEBALL"?

Due to_a change in times the
ping
pong
tournament
or.iginally scheduled for the
week of March 20-24has been
changed to April 11 and 12
during the activity periods.
Events to be held are men and
women singles. The tourney
will be conducted on a double
elimination bases. A fifty cent
entry fee will be charged to
cover the costs of trophies
which will be awarded to the '
finalists in each category.
Anyone interested should sign
up in John Taylor's office in
Whipple gym.

Then read

BA.SEBALL -~--,
·01GEST
Baseball's only
monthly magazine.

Each issue, at least 100 pages including player profiles, action photos; rosters, numbers,
schedules, player data. Also, Baseball Quiz,.
baseball crossword puzzle, statistics, rookie
reports, "The Game I'll Never Forget", "Tips
For Budding Ballplayers" by Lou Boudreau,
"The Fans Speak Out", "Whatever became of
... ?" plus inside stories on the greats of the
game ...
written by the country's leading
MUST reading for every
baseball writers .
baseball fan.

Women's·
Intramural
Basketball

Dirty Harry -Cont. from P. 6,

either case, Harry is always
one step ahead of them. Unfortunately for both Harry and
the film, however, the viewer
cannot help but to be one giant
step ahead of the whole affair.

A new lounge for Jewish
Singles, one of the several
scheduled to open throughout
the three states of Connecticut,
Massachusetts
and Rhode
Island., opened on Friday
evening, M~-rch17, 1972,at the
Shoreham Motor Hotel, 440
Asylum Street-, Hartford,
Connecticut. The Lounge will
be open 9: 00 p.m. every Friday
evening. All ages over 21 are
welcome to attend. The Jewish
Singles Lounge is being
managed by Jewish Singles, a
recently formed organization
sponsoring dances and socials
for singles from Connecticut,
Massachusetts
and Rhode
Island.
Special rates · have been
arranged for overnight guests
at the Shoreham for all Jewish
Singles functions. All Jewish
individuals who would like to
be on the mailing list to be
notified of upcoming dances
and socials are urged to con.:
tact Mrs. Sclar, either by mail
at 18 Puritan Drive, Bloomfield, _Connecticut 06002, or
phone 1-203-242-4144.

"CRAZY

Ping Pong
Tourney Reset

After a number of sputters
and spurts, the women's intramural basketball season
ended in an exciting game in
which the RIC Trotters hooped
past GROSSwith a score of 1714. The season ended with all
teams having a one win, one
loss record. The playoffs for
· the league champion will start
on Wednesday, March 22nd at
2:00 p.m. At this time Gross
will meet Browne Hall for the
first game of the Round Robin
Tournament. The second game
will be played between Gross
and the RIC Trotters on
Tuesday, March 28th at 1:00
p.m. The final game of the
tournament will be played on
Wednesday, March 29th at 2: 00
p.m. between Browne Hall and
the RIC Trotters. The team
with the best record in this
tournament will be the winner
of the league championship.

In Hartford

ON SALE AT All

NE~SSTANDS

SO cents per issue

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - □

Please send me Baseball Digest.
D

V6076

I

I

I have enclos

I

1 Year (12 issues) $5.00

:

□ 2

II

\let 1,at
MUST
Reading
For Every
Baseball
Fan

NAME _________________

_

,,,.
ADDRESS_~--------------CITY _________

STATE ___
BASEBALL DIGEST
P. 0. Box 10817

St. Petersburg, Florida 33733

ZIP __
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SPORTS
From The Sports Desk
by ·Sanford Trachtenberg
While most of us will be taking it easy on the upcoming
vacation, the RIC baseball team will be opening its season. The
baseball Anchormen will be heading south for three games with
Pace, D.C. Teachers College and N.Y. Tech. All three are strong
ball clubs.
The "Sten-Men" are coming off their best season ever as they
were 12-9last year and made the playoffs for the first time. This
year's team will be hard-pressed to repeat after losing some
important players.
As the team shapes up this year the only solid positions are
straight up the middle. The catching will be shared by Tony
Rainone and Paul McElroy. Tony is back from last year and Paul
is a freshman. Ed Jones and Steve Rice will man second base and
shortstop. Both are proven players and team leaders. Center
field will be manned by Murphy, a returning veteran.
Every other spot is up for grabs. Pete Gilmartin, a catcher, has
taken over third base as a replacement for the graduated Dave
Charest. First is being manned by Manny Correira. He is an
inexperienced ballplayer but has the ability to do the job. The
remaining outfield positions are being fought for among freshmen. Jack O'Neill and Jack Moran are both showing well in -_
practice.
Coach Stenhouse had been looking for a strong pitching staff
but an injury to Ralph Mastrangelo has clouded the picture. After
posting a 5-1record qith the Anchormen last year, Ralph hurt his
arm while playing amateur summer league baseball. He has not
thrown since last August and is not expected to play this season.
The mainstay of the staff is Bob Sepe. He had a strong 6-2
record last year with one strikeout an inning. He should be the
pitching strong point and will open the season against Pace on
April 3. Behind Bob the staff is inexperienced. Jimmy White, a
sophomore who saw limited action last year, is counted upon
heavily. Larry Gibson, Mike Thomsen and Mike Masterson are
freshmen who need experience. Rounding out the staff are Butch
Mendes, a transfer student, and Haig Markarian, who has been
converted to pitcher this year.
Stenhouse is not optimistic for the season but if everything falls .
into place as it should, the Anchormen could do as well as last
year. Some of the problems they face are replacing Doug Hartley, Dave Charest and Jack Boudreau, all starters, as well as
John Harrington and some others--ballplayers who did not come
out this year. Team hitting and defense will be a question mark
.
until the season actually begins.
The Coach was disheartened when only 18 ballplayers showed
up for practice. He says he is not optimistic but then turns around
anq says he is also not pessimistic. This is a good sign. The team
has been working hard and with a few breaks could have a good
season. We certainly hope that the Anchormen fans will turn out
in full force to cheer on the baseball squad. The opener is April 3,
.the home opener April 10. We wish them well in thE\ coming
season.

·Whipple Gym lntramurals

/"

The basketball semi-finals games this year. Play~rs for
and finals were played the the All-Stars were Mike
week of the 20th and proved to Monteiro with 3, Bud Snead 14,
be quite an exciting one. On Buppy McClellan 14, Don
Tuesday, the 21st, the first Osborne 2, Alvin Herrington 2,
semi-final game was played Rich Wardell 14, and Butch
between the Faculty and the Davis with 1. Bomber point
Tigers. The Tigers led at half getters were Buzz MacKinnon
time by a slim margin of two with 6, Gene Bozak 9, Ken Cox
points, 21-19; but managed to 19, Bruce Watt 11, and Dave
- pull it out of the fire for a 57-45 Nardquirt qith 2.
victory and a place in the
Well now for the finals. If you
finals. High scorer for the think the last game was close,
Tigers was Rich Laabs with 14 wait 'til you hear the stuff on
while Steve Evangelista had 1'. this one.
George Ga!_lon 3, Mike
On Wednesday, the 22nd, the
McGovern 5, Jim Sala 6, Dan Ghetto All-Stars met with ZX
Barclay 13,and Jerry LaPonte Tigers in the final match at
with 4. Those players supplying 3:00 p.m. With the Tigers
the Faculty points were: John ahead 26-18 at. the halfway
_O'Conners 9, Joe Rideoµt 8, mark again, the team from
Peter Glantz 16, John Sanders down under came up. With 30
seconds left, both teams were
10, and Jim McArdle with 4.
The other semi-final game fighting their way for a tiewas between the Ghetto All breaking basket. Then ... the
.Stars and the Buzzards Bay Tigers scored making the
Arial Bombers. With the All score 44-45for the Tigers. The
Stars way ahead with a 28-17 All-Stars brought it down and
lead at half-time, the Bombers with 8 seconds left put a shot up
tightened their defense and that was blocked out of bounds.
sprang back to a 46-46 tie at the With four seconds left on the
ring of the buzzer. In the three clock, Mike Monteiro passed
minute overtime, the Bombers the ball to Bud Snead. He faked
were forced to play with four one way, went the other, and
men when Bruce Watt fouled from the deep corner put the
out and no one on the bench to ball ~ the air. The buzzer rang
replace him .. The final-All and the final score All-Stars 46Stars 48-47in one of the tightest 45.

RIC Wresler Places
Fourth In N.E. Tourney

Reflections
by Harry H. Roll

Aside from my disagreement
soon.
with the selection of Kareem
physical
Abdul Jabbar as the National
An elementary
education major at RIC, l3asketball Association's Most
Richard was co-captain of the Valuable Player for the 1971-72
wrestling team at Cranston season (my choice was Wilt
East High School. In his senior Chamberlain), I feel that a
year, he was third in Rhode change is in order with regard
to this award. Every year,
Island in his weight class.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. there is great disagreement
Antonio DiGennaro of 416 over who should be the
recipient of the MVP award,
Union Avenue, Cranston,
Rhode Island, he was one of 10 with the end result usually
RIC wrestlers to compete in being greeted by cries of "they
the New England matches and picked the wrong one again."
the only medal winner among Concerning the award and its
criterion, my view is that it
them.
should be the reflection of
excellence in team play as well
as of individual success. For
this reason, I would have
bypassed Jabbar's scoring
of
in favor
leadership
Chamberlain's rebounding in
leading his team to a new
record for most victories in a
season (69).
With reference to a change in
the award itself, I believe in a
subdivision of the trophy into
most
three categories--the
valuable guard, forward, and
center in the league. In this
way, Jerry West and John
Havlicek, who finished second
and fourth respectively in the
balloting, would have received
their due recognition. In addition, there might also be
announced an overall award
(in this year, for example,
Jabbar) ih order to have the
achievements of a performer. lauded as they might have
been under the old system.
Another citation which would
is the
be well-received
of the year"
"comeback
concept, in which the player
who has achieved success after
a mediocre previous season(s)
receives credit for his acThese
c om pl is hm en ts.
suggestions might be considered perfunctory to some,
but with the cry of equity still
filling the air, this seems to me
to provide another method of
-Displaying fourth place medal he won in the Freshman
that end.
achieving
Richard

Richard DiGerinaro, a Rhode
Island College freshman was
the fourth place medal winner
in the recent freshman New
TourEngland Wrestling
nament held at Central Connecticut State College.
Competing in the 150-pound
weight class, Richard led the
RIC team this season with five
pins. He compiled a season
record in dual meets of 8 and 2
Jn the way to being named
"most valuable wrestler at
rlhode Island College,'' plaudit
he will receive in a ceremony

New England Wrestling Tournament recently is
DiGennaro of Rhode Island College.

Girl's Basketball Team
The Rhode Island College
Girl's Basketball Team both
began and ended their season
with disappointing losses but
were victorious in every game
in between. Their first game of
the season, which they lost 54
to 20, was played against·
Stonehill College of Easton,
Mass. They then picked up five
straight wins, defeating Salve
Regina 67 to 20, Barrington
College by a close 37 to 36,
Mount St. Joseph's twice 73 to
23 and 49 to 15, and Mitchell
College, another close game, 36
to 34.Their near perfect season
was marred for the second
NICHOLASAND ALEXANDER
(Cont. from P. 5)

control the government. The
Imperial Government under
the indirect control of Rasputin
and the
so disintegrates
Revolution gains momentum.
'L'heviewer is provided with
an all too clear picture of
Nie.bolas,Alexandra, their five
children, and the rest of Imperial Russia by the dra.matic
end of the movie. Huddled in a
basement, the entire family
waits as the minutes slowly

Varsity Invitational Co-ed
Basketball

time, however, in their last
game of the season which they
lost to Dean Jr. College 47 to 36.
The girls on the team and
their coach, Miss Carolyn
be
to
are
Champion,
Recreation
RIC
The
on their 5-2 Department is sponsoring a
congratulated
season.
Co-Ed Basketball season . in
The team this season con- which varsity ballplayers will
:;isted of:
have an opportunity to play in
Program.
Sharon Ventura (co-captain) . the Recreation
Geri Rita (co-captain)
Applications for teams will be
Betty Ann Lacroix
distributed through the inCindy Anderson
tramural office and by the
Brenda Creswick
intramural assistants to all
Claire Derosiers
interested persons.
Monique Goyette
This tournament is open to a
Claudia Lyons
7-man men's and women's
team in which two varsity
players will be allowed to play
on a team. The game will
eight-minute
of
pass by. The camera focuses consist
on a clock; its incessant ticking quarters,· with the men comfills the basement, the house, peting for two of th~ quarters
and the hearts of the audience. and the women competing
Nicholas clutches his ill son; during the alternating quarAlexandra sits before her ters. Leagues will be formed
daughters. There's a scene of for a Monday or Wednesda)'
the closed door--then again the with playing time starting at 7: ·
ticking clock: Time is running 15 p.m.
All entries should be in by
out on Imperial Russia. The
door opens, and the Com- Friday, March 24th. League
munist executioners file into play will start Wednesday,
March 29th.
the room ...

